A project funded in the framework of the Science Offensive call for projects of the Tri-National Metropolitan Region of the Upper Rhine.

Grants to fund cross-border research projects have been made available by the INTERREG Upper Rhine programme.

Presenter: Prof. Dr. Ch. Reich
rch@hs-furtwangen.de
Institut of Cloud Computing and IT-Security
Furtwangen University of Applied Science
www.wolke.hs-furtwangen.de
Associate Partners

- Kirner Schleifmaschinen GmbH & Co. KG.,
- Senk OHG CNC-Fräs- & Graviertechnik,
- Industrie Informatik GmbH & Co.KG,
- Inovex GmbH,
- GTEO,
- INEVA SAS,
- Rhénatic

**Total budget:** 997.421.- €

**FEDER:** 498.710,50 €

**Regional resources:** 249.355,50 €
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Project Goal

Guarantee of Highly available Manufacturing processes
Goal: High-Availability of Production Line
Solution approach (local): HA machine
Solution approach (transnational): Broker